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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a general methodology for computing numerically
the normal form around a periodic orbit of an autonomous analytic Hamiltonian
system The process follows two steps First we expand the Hamiltonian in suit
able coordinates around the orbit and second we perform a standard normal form
scheme based on the Lie series method This scheme is carried out up to some
nite order and neglecting the remainder we obtain an accurate description of the
dynamics in a small enough neighbourhood of the orbit In particular we obtain
the invariant tori that generalize the elliptic directions of the periodic orbit On the
other hand bounding the remainder one obtains lower estimates for the diusion
time around the orbit
This procedure is applied to an elliptic periodic orbit of the spatial Restricted
Three Body Problem The selected orbit belongs to the Lyapunov family associated
to the vertical oscillation of the equilibrium point L

 The mass parameter  has
been chosen such that L

is unstable but the periodic orbit is still stable This
allows to show the existence of regions of eective stability near L

for values of
 bigger that the Routh critical value The computations have been done using
formal expansions with numerical coecients
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 Introduction
Normal forms are a standard tool in Hamiltonian mechanics to study the dynamics in a
neighbourhood of invariant objects like equilibrium points periodic orbits or invariant
tori
 Usually these normal forms are obtained as divergent series but their asymptotic
character is what makes them useful
 From a theoretical point of view they provide
nonlinear approximations to the dynamics in a neigbourhood of the invariant object
that allows to obtain information about the real solutions of the system by taking the
normal form up to a suitable nite order
 In several cases the remainder turns out to
be exponentially small with respect to some parameters see  	   and 

This is the basis to derive the classical Nekhoroshev estimates see     and

 Moreover although those series are usually divergent on open sets it is still possible
in some cases to prove convergence on special sets with empty interior Cantorlike sets

This is the basis of KAM theory see   and 

From a more practical point of view normal forms can be used as a computational
method to obtain very accurate approximations to the dynamics in a neighbourhood of
the selected invariant object
 They have been applied for instance to compute invariant
manifols see  and 	 invariant tori see   and  or to produce estimates
on the diusion time near linearly stable invariant objects see   and 
 This
numerical approach is the one taken along this paper that can be considered a numerical
application of 
 Before the formulation of the methodology let us mention some related
results that can be found in the literature

Let us consider an analytic Hamiltonian H with  degrees of freedom having an
elliptic equilibrium point at the origin
 Under generic conditions of nonresonance and
nondegeneracy KAM theory ensures that there is plenty of dimensional invariant tori
around the point
 If  is  the point is nonlinearly stable the dimensional tori split the
dimensional energy levels H  h in two connected components but in the general case
   it is widely accepted that some diusion can take place
 In this case the use of
normal forms allows to produce lower bounds on this diusion time that are exponentially
big with the distance to the origin
 This gives rise to the socalled eective stability that
is even in the cases when the system is not stable it looks like it were i
e
 the time
needed to observe the unstability is very long usually longer than the expected lifetime
of the studied physical system

The stability of the Trojan asteroids is a classical example of this kind
 A rst model
for this problem is provided by the Restricted Three Body Problem RTBP where the
problem boils down to estimate the speed of diusion around an elliptic equilibrium point
of a  degrees of freedom autonomous Hamiltonian system
 In order to produce good
estimates it is necessary to compute numerically the normal form around the point up
to some nite order see  and also  for a slightly dierent approach
 This allows
to derive much better estimates than the ones obtained by only using purely theoretical
methods
 This has also been extended to consider timedependent periodic perturbations
in a very natural way in a rst step one computes the periodic orbit that replaces the
equilibrium point and by means of a translation one puts it at the origin
 Now a
single linear and periodic with respect to the time change of variables removes the time
dependence at rst order and then the methodology above can be extended without
major problems see   and 

In this paper we will focus on the problem of computing the normal form around
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a linearly stable periodic orbit of an autonomous analytic Hamiltonian system with 
degrees of freedom
 One can think that the problem can be solved in the same way
we have mentioned for periodically perturbed Hamiltonian systems that is to bring the
orbit at the origin and to apply a Floquet transformation
 The main diculty of this
method comes from the following fact due to the symplectic structure of the problem
the monodromy matrix around the periodic orbit has at least two eigenvalues equal to

 This implies that the reduced Floquet matrix is going to have two zero eigenvalues
and this does not allow to continue with the normal form process

For this reason here we have taken a dierent approach
 As we are going to work
around a nondegenerate elliptic periodic orbit we expect that the monodromy matrix
has the following structure may be after a linear change of variables a dimensional
Jordan box with two eigenvalues  plus two couples of conjugate eigenvalues of modulus
 all dierent
 Under some generical conditions of nonresonance and nondegeneracy
we have that a the Jordan box spans in the complete system a one parametric family
of periodic orbits b each couple of conjugate eigenvalues spans a Cantorian family of
dimensional invariant tori and c if we consider the excitation coming from both elliptic
directions we obtain a Cantorian family of dimensional invariant tori see 	  
and  for the proofs of these facts
 Hence we will use suitable coordinates for this
structure we will introduce an angular variable  as coordinate along the initial orbit
and a symplectically conjugate action variable I
 For the normal directions we will
simply apply the procedure used for the examples mentioned above we will translate
the orbit to the origin and we will perform a complex Floquet change to remove the
dependence on the angle of the normal variational equations and to put them in diagonal
form by means of a complex change of coordinates
 Denoting by 

the frequency of
the selected periodic orbit and by 

the two normal frequencies the Hamiltonian will
take the form
H q I p  

I  i

q

p

 i

q

p

    
with the periodic orbit given by I   q  p  
 This is suitable to start the normal
form process

These ideas have been applied to a concrete example coming from the Restricted Three
Body Problem
 The selected periodic orbit belongs to the Lyapunov family associated
to the vertical oscillation of the equilibrium point L


 The mass parameter  is chosen
big enough such that L

is unstable but not too big in order to have the selected orbit
normally elliptic see Section 

 The rst changes of variables are computed taking ad
vantage of the particularities of this concrete model but they can be extended to similar
problems
 The normal form is then computed by a standard recurrent procedure based
on Lie series up to order 
 From the normal form we can easily obtain approximate
periodic orbits belonging to the previously mentioned Lyapunov family as well as invari
ant tori of dimensions  and  that as has been mentioned before generalize the linear
oscillations around the orbit
 Moreover bounding the remainder of this approximate
normal form allows to derive bounds on the diusion time around the orbit

The computations have been done using formal expansions for the involved series but
with numerical coecients
 The algebraic manipulators needed have been written from
scratch by the authors using C

To end this section we comment how this paper is organized
 In Section  we present a
general and formal formulation of the normal form methodology that is directly adapted
to the case of a linearly stable periodic orbit of a Hamiltonian system with three degrees of
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freedom but that can be used slighty modied in some other dierent contexts as the
study of systems with more than three degrees of freedom or around periodic orbits with
some hyperbolic directions
 This formulation has as a reference point the objective to
obtain bounds for the diusion speed around the orbit
 Section  contains the application
to the RTBP

 Methodology
We consider a real analytic Hamiltonian system with three degrees of freedom given by
H  HX Y Z P
X
 P
Y
 P
Z
 
where X Y and Z are the positions and P
X
 P
Y
and P
Z
the conjugate momenta
 Let
f g be a periodic parametrization of an elliptic periodic orbit of the system
with period




 Here f  f

 f

 f

 and g  g

 g

 g

 are real analytic functions with
the normalization f

  
 Now we will assume the following condition that will be
satised by the selected example
Condition C the projection of the orbit into the coordinates Z P
Z
 is a simple curve
close to a circle

Note that this may not be directly satised by a generic example
 The reason we have
use it is that it simplies the computations
 In cases when it is not satised one should
try to introduce changes of variables in order to obtain such condition
 For instance this
is always possible if we are dealing with Lyapunov orbits not too far from the equilibrium
point
 Condition C implies that one can write
f

  A sin  

f

 g

  A cos   g

 
where j

f

j and jg

j are small on the set jImj   for some    this will be
stated rigorously in Section 

 Moreover without loss of generality we can assume
A  
 Then the function
  f




 g




 
is always positive and close to the nonzero constant A


 The nonvanishing character
of  is necessary for technical reasons
 It is used in Section 
 to dene the canonical
transformation 
 Thus conditionC is needed to guarantee the dieomorphic character
of this transformation

Before continuing with the formal description of the methodology let us give some
notation to be used in the next sections
 As it has been mentioned before we will introduce
a new set of variables  q I p to describe a neighbourhood of the periodic orbit
 For
functions depending on these variables we will use the following notations

If f q I p is an analytic function we expand it as
f q I p 
X
klm
f
klm
I
k
q
l
p
m
 
being f
klm
 an analytic periodic function that can also be expanded as
f
klm
 
X
s
f
klms
expis 
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where i 
p

 In those sums the indices k l m and s range on N  N

 N

and Z respec
tively
 We also introduce the following denition of degree for a monomial f
klm
I
k
q
l
p
m

to be used along the paper
deg I
k
q
l
p
m
  k  jlj

 jmj

 
where jaj


P
j
ja
j
j
 The reason for counting twice the degree of I will be clearer in
Section 


Let us now assume that f q I p is dened on the complex domain
D R  f q I p  C

 jImj   jIj  R

 jq
j
j  R
j
 jp
j
j  R
j
 j   g 	
where R  R

 R

 R

 R

 R


 Then we introduce the norms
kf
klm
k

 sup
jIm	
j
jf
klm
j 
and
kfk
R
 sup
D	R

jf q I pj	 
We note that the explicit computation of these norms for a given function can be dicult
but they can be bounded by the following norms
jf
klm
j


X
s
jf
klms
j exp jsj 
and
jf j
R

X
klm
jf
klm
j

R
k

R
l


R
l


R
m


R
m


 
that are easier to control
 Moreover using standard Cauchy estimates on f  we have for
the coecients of the expansion  that
kf
klm
k


kfk
R
R
k

R
l


R
l


R
m


R
m


 
and if  
 


  that





f
klm









kf
klm
k



	 
 Adapted coordinates
The initial system of Cartesian coordinates X Y Z P
X
 P
Y
 P
Z
 is not a suitable system
of reference to describe the dynamics around the periodic orbit
 As it has been mentioned
in the Introduction the natural system of reference should contain an angular variable
describing the orbit
 Hence we want to replace the coordinates of  by a new system of
canonical coordinates  q I p   q

 q

 I p

 p

 with a real analytic transformation
depending on  in a periodic way
 The change has to satisfy that the periodic orbit
corresponds to the set q  p   and I  

To construct this change we take advantage on the hypothesis that  is dierent from
zero
 To give this transformation explicitly let us start by dening the function
 
g


f


 g


f






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which is small if condition C holds
 Let  s be the only solution of
s   s 


 s

 
such that    
 Then if we denote by F the function
F q  p I  I 

X
j
g

j
q
j
 f

j
p
j
 
the change is given by
X  f

  q

 P
X
 g

  p


Y  f

  q

 P
Y
 g

  p


Z  f


g


	

	

 F q  p I P
Z
 g

 
f


	

	

 F q  p I	

Now we are going to prove that this is a canonical transformation and in Section 
 we
will show that if j

f

j and jg

j see  are small enough then  is a dieomorphism
from a complex domain in the variables  q I p to a complex neighbourhood of the
periodic orbit

Lemma  The transformation  is symplectic
Proof Let us consider the formal generating function S q

 q

 P
X
 P
Y
 P
Z
 given by
S  S

  f

  q

P
X
 g

  f

  q

P
Y
 g

 
S

P
Z
 g

  S

P
Z
 g




with
S


  f

g


  f

g


  f

g



S

  f


S

  
g



f



	
Let us see that  is obtained from the relations
I 
S

 p


S
q

 p


S
q

 X 
S
P
X
 Y 
S
P
Y
 Z 
S
P
Z
	
From p


S
q

 p


S
q

 X 
S
P
X
and Y 
S
P
Y
 we easily obtain the expressions for X
Y  P
X
and P
Y
in 
 Moreover putting I 
S

in  one obtains
F q  p I  f


P
Z
 g


g


f


 g


f


f




P
Z
 g




g




f


P
Z
 g


and from Z 
S
P
Z
we derive
f


Z  f

  g


P
Z
 g

	
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Then from the last two equations it is not dicult to obtain the expressions of the change
for Z and P
Z


In principle this is only a formal construction note that S

 has singularities but
we remark that the transformation  is well dened around the whole periodic orbit

A more rigorous and much more tedious verication without any singularity can be
obtained by directly checking the symplectic character of the dierential of the change

For further uses let us denote by Fq p  I the transformation
F  q p  I X Y Z P
X
 P
Y
 P
Z
	 	
 Bounds on the domain of denition of the adapted coordi
nates
Now we are going to give conditions to ensure the dieomorphic character of the canonical
transformation  in a neighbourhood of the periodic orbit
 These conditions have to be
explicit enough to be applied in a practical example
 More concretely what we want to
show is that if

f

and g

are small enough then the transformation F of 	 is invertible
from a complex neighbourhood of Im   I   q   and p   to a complex
neighbourhood of the periodic orbit

The main diculty is the presence of the angular variable 
 It turns the study of the
injectivity of  into a global problem we want injectivity around the whole periodic
orbit instead of the classical local formulation injectivity around a xed point

To check this global injectivity we will use the following construction
 First we note
that for a xed  the correspondence q p X Y P
X
 P
Y
 is clearly bijective
 Hence to
check the dieomorphic character of F  what we have to prove is that the correspondence
 F  Z P
Z
 is also injective
 For this purpose we consider an auxiliar transformation
of the form
  x y x  f g

 y  g  f

 
with f  A sin 

f and g  A cos  g where A is a positive number
and

f  g are arbitrary real analytic functions periodic on 
 We note that replacing


by  in the expressions of Z and P
Z
 we have that the correspondence   Z P
Z

is analogous to 
 We will show that if

f and g are small enough functions and we
consider values of  in a complex neighbourhod of T

and of  in a complex neighbourhod
of    both small enough then  is injective
 This result is contained in the next
proposition

Proposition  With the notations given above we consider xed values of  
 R
	

 
and  
  
  Assuming the j	j

norms see  of

f  g

f

 g



f

and g

small enough
condition depending only on A and R
	
 then there exist positive values 

R
	
  and


R
	
  such that if 

 

 then the transformation  is injective on jImj   and
jj  R
	

The proof of this proposition is contained in Section 

Remark  Admissible values of 

and 

are explicitly constructed during the proof of
the proposition They verify that 

  and that 

is bounded away from zero when the
j	j

norms displayed above go to zero
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Remark  Of course Proposition  is which motivates condition C on the initial periodic
orbit Without this assumption to invert  can be very dicult
Then assuming

f

and g

small enough we deduce from this result that the corre
spondence   Z P
Z
 is injective if jImj   and jj  R
	
 for some small   
and R
	
 

The next step is to invert the correspondence  	  	 of 
 We note that 
is explicitly given by
 s 
X
k

k


k

s
k
s
and hence it is well dened if  s veries jsj 


j
	
j

 Moreover if we take a xed  and
values s

 s

with the previous restriction we deduce from  that  s

   s



As we are also interested in the size of  we remark that if jsj 


j
	
j
 then we can write
j sj 

j
	
j

  jsjjj



 This bound is an increasing function of jj
and jsj

Finally from all these remarks we deduce that if we consider values for  q I p
belonging to D R with all the components of the vector R small enough such that
jF q  p Ij 
 sup
jIm	
j


jj

 
and
j F q  p Ij
jj
 R
	
 
then we can guarantee that the transformation F of 	 is a dieomorphism from this
domain to a neighbourhood of the periodic orbit

 Floquet transformation
If we rewrite the Hamiltonian  in the adapted coordinates  it takes the form
H q I p  h

 

I 



q

 p


A

q
p


X
j
H
j
 q I p 
where we keep for simplicity the nameH for the transformed Hamiltonian
 Here h

is the
energy level of the periodic orbit A is a symmetric matrix periodic on  and the
terms H
j
are homogeneous polynomials of degree j see 
 The next step is to remove
the angular dependence of A on  that is to reduce the normal variational equations
of the orbit to constant coecients
 So we will perform a canonical change of variables
linear with respect to q p and depending periodically on  such that it reduces A
to constant coecients this is a Floquet transformation
 As the initial Hamiltonian is
real we would like to use a real Floquet transformation
 This is not possible in general
it is well known that one can be forced to double the period to obtain a real change but
it can be done in some particular situations
 In the case we are considering reducibility
around a periodic orbit of a Hamiltonian system the change can be selected to be real
if for instance the projection of the monodromy matrix associated to the orbit into their
normal directions diagonalizes without any negative eigenvalue
 Note that this holds on
any elliptic periodic orbit under the assumption of dierent normal eigenvalues
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 The variational 	ow
Let t be the variational matrix   Id

 of the periodic orbit for the initial Hamil
tonian system 
 Then t  DF  

t 

tDF    is the variational
matrix of the orbit for the Hamiltonian system  that is for the system expressed
in the variables q p  I
 We note that the variational equations in these variables are
given by
 
 

B
B
B
	
J

A
 

pI
H
 

qI
H


Iq
H 

Ip
H
 
 

II
H
 


C
C
C
A
 
where the matrix of this linear system is evaluated on the periodic orbit t  

t It 
 and pt  qt  
 Here 

uv
H denotes the matrix of partial derivatives



H
u
j
v
k

jk

and J

is the matrix of the canonical form of C


 Let
e
t be the dimensional matrix
obtained by taking the rst  rows and colums of t it corresponds to the variational
ow in the normal directions of the periodic orbit
 If we use the notation  
	qpI

	q

p



I




we can identify
e
 
	qp

	q

p




 Then we obtain from  that
 
e
  J

A

t
e
 



pI
H


qI
H






	

t

I
q

 p


	
Moreover from the last row of the matrix of  we have that
d
dt

I
	q

p




  and
hence from the initial conditions for  at t   we deduce that

I
	q

p




t  
 So the
matrix
e
 is the solution of the linear periodic system
 
e
  J

A

t
e

e
  Id

	 
As we are interested in a numerical implementation of this method we remark that it is
not dicult to check that
DF  

t  

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
	
    f



    f




g


g




g


g



f


g



f


g



f



g



    g



    g



g


f



g


f




f


f




f


f



g


f





C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

being all the components of the matrix evaluated on   

t
 Moreover we also remark
that to compute the matrix DF  

t 

 we can use that it is symplectic with
respect to the form
e
J


e
J



J


 J


	
 The change of variables
Now let us introduce C 
e






 the monodromy matrix of the normal variational
equations 
 From the assumed linearly stable character of the initial orbit we have
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that C has four dierent eigenvalues of modulus  that is eigenvalues of the form exp i
j

and exp i
j
 for j    with 
j
 R
 To compute them we can use that as
C is a symplectic matrix the characteristic polynomial of C takes the form Q 


 a

 b

 a   being a  tr

C the trace of C and b  tr

C that is
the sum of the main minors of order  of C
 From these expressions we obtain the
following relations
a   cos 

   cos 


b     cos 

 cos 

	
Hence cos 

 and cos 

 are the solutions for c of the quadratic equation c

acb

 Let w
	j

 u
	j

iv
	j

be eigenvectors of C associated to the eigenvalues exp i
j
 for
j   
 From the symplectic character of C with respect to J

 we have that w
	

J

w
	


w
	

J

!w
	

  where the bar denotes the complex conjugation
 Moreover from the non
degenerate character of J

 we also have that w
	

J

!w
	

  in fact this is a purely
imaginary number
 Hence if we introduce C the matrix that has as columns the vectors
u
	

 u
	

 v
	

and v
	

 then C

J

C takes the form

 D
D 


with D  diagd

 d

 d
j
 u
	j

J

v
	j

 j    both dierent from zero
 We can assume
d
j
  otherwise we only have to change 
j
by 
j
 which means that v
	j

is replaced by
v
	j

 changing the sign of d
j

 So we can replace u
	j

and v
	j

by u
	j


q
d
j
and v
	j


q
d
j

and then one has that C

J

C  J

that is C is a symplectic matrix

Before continuing let us introduce the following matrices
"

 

	
cos







 cos








A
 "

 

	
sin







 sin








A

and
" 

"

"

"

"


	
Then using this notation what we have by construction is that C

CC  "  "



From here we deduce that takingM  C
#
"C

 with
#
" 


#
"


#
"




#
"






 



we have exp M  C
 A direct verication shows from the symplectic character of C
that J

M is a symmetric matrix
 Then we have that the matrix B dened as
B  C

exp



M

e







 
is symplectic and periodic on 
 The symplectic character of B is clear and the fact
that it is periodic can be checked showing that B veries the linear dierential system
B

 C

M

B 



BJ

A
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and that by construction we have B  B
 Then we use the matrix B to dene
the following canonical transformation

q
p

 B


x
y


I   


x

 y

J

B

B


x
y

	

The canonical character of  is equivalent to the following equalities if we put 


q

 p

 and z

 x

 y

 then we have to check that f g  J

 f Ig   f g  
and f Ig  
 If f x  y and g x  y are functions taking vectorial values we
dene the matrix of Poisson brackets ff gg as
ff gg 
f
z
J


g
z



f


g




f


g



	
These equalities are easily veried using the symplectic character of B and the explicit
expressions

z
 B




 B

B

B

z


 
I
z
 z

J

B

B

this symplectic character implies that JB

B

is also a symmetric matrix and
I

  that are computed from 

 The reduced Hamiltonian
Inserting  into the Hamiltonian  we obtain we keep the name H
H x  y  h

 

 




x


 y








x


 y




X
j
H
j
 x  y 
being 
j
 
j
T  j   
 Note that after this change the quadratic part of  is
reduced to constant coecients

 Complexication of the Hamiltonian
With the Hamiltonian  we have a good system of coordinates to start computing the
normal form
 Nevertheless to solve in a simpler form the dierent homological equations
that will appear it is much better to put the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian in diagonal
form
 For this purpose we introduce new complex variables
x
j
 Q
j
 iP
j

p
 y
j
 iQ
j
 P
j

p
 j   	 	
We note that these relations dene a canonical change that transforms the Hamiltonian
 into
H Q  P   h

 

  i

Q

P

 i

Q

P


X
j
H
j
 Q  P  
keeping again the name for H
 This is the expression of the Hamiltonian that we will use
to start the nonlinear part of the normal form
 Note that the image of the real domain for
x
j
and y
j
in the complex variables Q
j
and P
j
 is given by the relation
!
P
j
 iQ
j

 Hence if
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this property is preserved during the normal form computation we will be able to return
to a real analytic Hamiltonian by means of the inverse of the change 	
Q
j
 x
j
 iy
j

p
 P
j
 ix
j
 y
j

p
 j    
In this context the variables QP  in  denote the current variables obtained after
the dierent normal form transformations and then x y are the transformed variables
of the initial real ones

Returning to the complexied Hamiltonian  we change the previous notation to
a more suitable one to describe the normal form
 We write  as
H
	

 q I p  h

 

I  i

q

p

 i

q

p


X
j
H
	

j
 q I p 
We note that this Hamiltonian has the following symmetry coming from the complexi
cation see  if we expand H
	

as f in  and  we have
!
h
	

jklms
i
jlj

jmj

 h
	

jkmls
	 
 Computing the normal form
The objective of this section is to put the Hamiltonian  in normal form up to nite
order by using a canonical change of variables periodic in 
 We will construct this
change as a composition of time one ows associated to suitable Hamiltonians generating
functions G
j

 They are selected to remove in recursive form the nonresonant terms of
degree j
 So we will compute G

 G

 	 	 	 G
n
 such that
H
	n

 H
	

 
G

t
     
G
n
t
 q I p  h

 

I  i

q

p

 i

q

p


N
	n

I iq

p

 iq

p

 H
	n

n
 q I p H
	n

n
 q I p      
where 
G
t
means the ow time t associated to the Hamiltonian system G
 Here N
	n

is
in normal form up to order n that is only contains exactly resonant terms unavoidable
resonances of degree not bigger than n

Before describing how to obtain this normal form let us mention two important prop
erties of the Poisson bracket


 If f and g only contain monomials of degree r and s respectively then ff gg only
contains monomials of degree r  s 


 If the expansions of f and g verify the symmetry  ff gg too

The last property will guarantee that after the normal form process the change  will
transform the nal Hamiltonian into a real analytic one

 A general step
Let us describe one step of this normal form process
 For this purpose we take the
Hamiltonian  and we compute G
n
by imposing that the expression
f

I  i

q

p

 i

q

p

 G
n
gH
	n

n

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only contains exactly resonant terms
 Then doing for G
n
and H
	n

n
the same expan
sions as in  and  we formally obtain
g
nklms

h
	n

nklms
il m

  is


being 

 

 

 provided that the denominators do not vanish
 The welldened
character of G
n
is ensured asking the denominators that do not correspond to trivial
resonances to satisfy a suitable Diophantine condition see  to guarantee the con
vergence of the generating function G
n

 The exactly resonant monomials correspond
to m  l and s   and they can not be removed they are the only ones present in the
normal form
 Moreover we remark that the coecients g
nklms
satisfy the symmetry

 Finally as the selection of the coecients g
nkll
is free in a practical imple
mentation we will take g
nkll
  to have minimal norm for G
n
and to keep the
symmetry 
 Then applying the transformation 
G
n
t
on the Hamiltonian H
	n

 we
obtain
H
	n

 H
	n

 
G
n
t
 H
	n

 fH
	n

 G
n
g

$
ffH
	n

 G
n
g G
n
g    
that is in normal form up to order n   and it also satises the symmetry 
 Then
given a xed N 	  if we nish the process after N   normal form steps we obtain a
Hamiltonian of the form
H q I p  H
	N

 N I iq

p

 iq

p

 R q I p 
where N is in normal form up to order N   and R is a remainder of order N 

 Changes of variables
In practical computations one is usually interested in obtaining an explicit expression of
the transformation that brings Hamiltonian  into its normal form 

	N

 
G

t
     
G
N
t
 q I p 
as well as its inverse transformation

	N



 
G
N
t
     
G

t
 
G
N
t
     
G

t
	
To this end we consider a generic analytic generating function G q I p periodic
on  with a Taylor expansion starting with monomials of degree  and a function
F  q I p taking one of the following forms
F  q

 f q I p 
F  I  f q I p 
F    f q I p 	
being f an analytic function periodic on  and with a Taylor expansion starting with
terms of degree  in   in  and  in 	 respectively
 Now we will describe how to
compute F 
G
t
using the Lie series method and hence putting initially f   in 
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 and 	 the dierent components of 
	N

are obtained by computing recursively
F 
G

t
    
G
N
t

 Note that to compute the transformation for q

 p

or p

 one only
has to replace in  q

by one of these variables

Let us start for instance with expression 
 We put F

 F  
G
t
 q

 f

and
then one has
f

 f  fFGg

$
ffFGg Gg    	
If G begins with terms of degree  and f of degree  we have from the homogeneity of
f	 	g with respect to the adapted denition of degree that f

also begins with degree 

An analogous remark holds if we compute f

for 
 In this case we have that f

begins
with terms of order at least 
 Finally the transformation of 	 is a little bit dierent

To do it we dene f

as
f

 ffGg
G
I
	
Note that it begins with degree at least 
 Then
f

 f  f



$
ff

 Gg

$
fff

 Gg Gg    
that it is still of order 
 Similar ideas are used to compute 
	N





	 The normal form
Let us consider the normal form N of 
 In order to go back to real coordinates we
apply the change
q
j
 x
j
 iy
j

p
 p
j
 ix
j
 y
j

p
 j    
as it has been mentioned in 
 Then N takes the form N I

 I

 I

 where the actions
I

 I I
j
 iq
j
p
j

x

j
 y

j

 j    
are rst integrals for the Hamiltonian equations of N 
 Moreover as the changes of
variables used for the normal form computation preserve the symmetry  we have
that N I

 I

 I

 is a real analytic function in fact N is a polynomial of degree N

Then if we put 
j
I

 I

 I

 
N
I
j
 j     the solutions of the Hamiltonian equations
of N are explicitly given by
t  


t 

 x
j
t 
q
I

j
sin 

j
t 

j

I

t  I


 y
j
t 
q
I

j
cos 

j
t 

j


for j    where 

j
 
j
I


 I


 I





 Invariant tori
From the normal form obtained in Section 
 it is easy to produce approximations to
periodic orbits and invariant tori of dimensions  and  as well as approximations of
their intrinsic and normal frequencies
 They are obtained neglecting the remainder of the
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Hamiltonian and selecting values for the actions in a suciently small neighbourhood of
the periodic orbit

More concretely if we put I

j
  j    in  we have parameterized by I


a
parameter family of periodic orbits that contains the initial one for I


 
 By putting
I


  we obtain a parameter family of dimensional tori parameterized by I


and
I



 We have a symmetric situation swapping I


by I



 If we use the three parameters
simultaneously I

j
j     we describe in  a parameter family of dimensional
tori

If we send these tori along the dierent normal form transformations see Section 


complexied coordinates Section 
 the Floquet transformation Section 
 and the
adapted coordinates Section 
 we obtain approximations of periodic orbits and in
variant tori for the initial system 

Similar ideas can be used for example in the case of periodic orbits with some hy
perbolic directions to compute approximations of hyperbolic tori and the corresponding
stable and unstable manifols
 The main dierence withthe case we are actually dealing
with appears in the Floquet transformation where it is necessary to take into account
the hyperbolic eigenvalues
 We recall see Section 
 that in some cases these hyperbolic
directions can be an obstruction for the determination of a real Floquet transformation


 Eective stability
Normal form computations are also useful to derive bounds on the diusion speed near
some invariant objects
 It is well known that in Hamiltonian systems with more than
 degrees of freedom linear stability does not imply stability see for instance  for
a rst description of a model for this unstability but accurate bounds on the diusion
velocity show that it must be very slow see references in the Introduction
 This leads to
the introduction of the concept of eective stability see  An object is called stable
   up to time T  if there exists    such that any solution starting at distance 
of the invariant object remains at distance not great than  up to at least time T 

This kind of stability can be obtained from the normal form we have constructed here

One only needs to derive good estimates for the remainder of the normal form this is the
part of the Hamiltonian that can produce the diusion to derive the desired estimates

Next sections are devoted to describe how these estimates can be obtained


 Bounds on the domain of convergence of the normal form
Now we will estimate the size of the region of eective stability around the periodic
orbit
 To determine this region we use the following criteria we identify the region of
slow diusion with the domain around the orbit where we can prove that the normal form
up to order big enough in a practical implementation this is usually the biggest order
one can reach within the computer limitations is convergent with a suciently small
remainder

To implement the previous approach we will give a method to bound the domain where
the changes that introduce the normal form coordinates see Section 

 are convergent

For this purpose we consider as in Section 

 a generic analytic generating function
G q I p
 Then if one puts 
G
t
 q I p  t qt It pt for the
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time t ow associated to the Hamiltonian equations of G one can write
t   
Z
t

G
I
s qs Is psds 
It  I
Z
t

G

s qs Is psds 

qt
pt



q
p

 J

Z
t


G
q p


s qs Is psds	 
To estimate the region where the transformation 
G
t
is dened we use the norm k	k
R
introduced in 
 Hence it is not dicult to deduce from the integral expressions 
 and  that if one puts








G
I







R

 







G








R

 
j






G
p
j







R

 
j






G
q
j







R

 
for j    and one assumes 


 
	

and 
j

 R
	

j
 j   	 	 	   then 
G
t
is well
dened from D
	

 

 R
	

  to D
	

 R
	

 where   

 	 	 	  

 see 	 for the
denition of D	 	
 The proof can be found in 

 Bounds on the diusion speed
To apply the ideas described along Section  to a practical example we modify the normal
form method introduced in Section 
 to adapt it to the standard implementation of
normal forms in a computer where it is usual to work with truncated power series stored
using the standard denition of degree of a monomial instead of the adapted one made
in 

To avoid confusions in what follows the word degree will refer to the adapted degree
dened in  while standard degree will refer to the usual degree for monomials
 Hence
instead of using generating functions G
j
that are homogeneous polynomials of degre j
we will use generating functions that are homogeneous polynomials of standard degree j

With this formulation the remainder R of  begins with terms of standard degree N 

As the normal form is independent of the process used to compute it the only dicult
that we nd if we do not use the adapted denition of degree is of technical character if
we work with the standard degree and we perform the Poisson bracket of two monomial
of degree r and s we loose the homogeneity of the Poisson bracket and the result contains
terms of degree r  s   and r  s  
 Note that although this is not very nice for
theoretical purposes it is not a problem for a computational scheme


We use the criteria given in Section 
	 to compute the eective stability region we
are interested in obtaining a domain where the canonical transformation 
	N

of 
is convergent
 To this end we dene for technical reasons G  G

G

   G
N


Then given an initial domain D
	

 R
	

 small enough where we expect 
	N

to
be convergent we compute 

and the vector  given by  using the denition of G
previously done but replacing the norm k	k


R

by j	j


R


 It is not dicult to check
using the bounds given in Section 
	 on any transformation G
j
 j  N N 	 	 	  

In fact it is also possible to perform all the computations using the adapted degree with a similar
amount of work
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that 
	N

is convergent from D R to D
	

 R
	

 where   
	

 

and R 
R
	

  provided that the initial domain is small enough such that    and R
j
 
j   	 	 	  

To bound the diusion speed on D R we assume that we know M 	  such that
kH
	

k


R

 M that is a bound for the norm of the Hamiltonian used to begin
the normal form computations
 So for the Hamiltonian H of  we also have that
kHk
R
M 

Then what we are going to do is to take arbitrary initial data in D R with the
restriction that these points correspond to a representation of real points expressed in
the complexied variables introduced in 	 and to estimate the time that the solution
of the Hamiltonian equations corresponding to H needs to increase the distance to the
initial periodic orbit in a given amount at least until this solution leaves D R
 In
fact we are going to produce bounds for this time as a function of the initial and nal
distance to the periodic orbit

For this purpose we consider the canonical equations for I q p related to H
 From
 and using the notation for I

 I

and I

introduced in  we have
 q
j

N
I
j
iq
j

R
p
j
 
 p
j
 
N
I
j
ip
j

R
q
j
 
for j    and
 
I

 
N


R

 
R

 	
where we recall that N  N I

 iq

p

 iq

p


 We do not consider the diusion in the
direction as it does not increase the distance from the initial periodic orbit
 From 
 and 	 one obtains
 
I

 
R



I

 q I p 
 
I
j
 i

R
p
j
p
j

R
q
j
q
j



I
j
 q I p j   	 
We remark that to bound  and  we do not have explicit bounds for the remainder
R but we recall that it begins with terms of standard degree N 
 As we know a bound
M for the transformed Hamiltonian H in the domain D R we can compute using
Cauchy estimates a bound for the remainder of its Taylor series up to standard degree
N   that is a bound for R

We use this idea to bound the righthand sides of  and 
 To do that we
dene R


 R

 R


 minfR

 R

g and R


 minfR

 R

g and we consider real points
 x I y using the variables x
j
 y
j
 introduced in  such that jI

j 
 R


and I
j


R

j



 From denition  we note that the set of real points x
j
 y
j
 such that I
j
 I
	

j

is contained in the complex set fjq
j
j jp
j
j 
q
I
	

j
g j   
 Then applying the Cauchy
estimates given in  and  to the coecients of the Taylor expansion of

I

and

I
j

j    we deduce the bounds
j

I

j 


X
mN

jmj

N
M jI

j
m


p
I


m

m


p
I


m

m
	
R



m

R



m

m

R



m

m
	
 
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j

I
j
j 
X
mN

jmj

N
m
j
m
j

M jI

j
m


p
I


m

m


p
I


m

m
	
R



m

R



m

m

R



m

m
	


X
mN

jmj

N
m

M jI

j
m


p
I


m

m


p
I


m

m
	
R



m

R



m

m

R



m

m
	
 j     
being m  m

 m

 	 	 	  m

 in these sums
 To bound  and  uniformily we dene
  I

 I

 I

  max

jI

j
R



p
I

R



p
I

R



	 
We note that  is an estimate for the distance to the initial periodic orbit
 When I

 I

and I

move as a function of t we can also consider   t
 Then from the denition
of  we can bound for   
j

I

j 
M

X
mN

jmj

N

jmj


M


 N



N
 
N
 
and
j

I

j  M
X
mN

jmj

N
m


jmj

 M

 N



N
 
N
 j   	 
To bound the sums  and  we have used Lemma  that is given at the end of
this section
 Then if we assume jI

j I

and I

to be increasing functions of t this is the
worst case to bound the diusion we have
d
dt





I


R










jI

jj
 
I

j
R






R


M


 N



N
 
N
 A

N
 
N

where
A 

R


M


 N



and
d
dt





I
j
R

j








M
R

j



 N



N
 
N
 B
j

N
 
N

with
B
j

M
R

j



 N


	
Putting B  maxfB

 B

g we deduce the following bound for the speed of 
d
dt


  maxfABg

N
 
N

for  
  
 
 Then the problem of bounding the stability time can be solved in the
following form we take initial data corresponding to real coordinate points  x I y
such that the corresponding I
j
are bounded by I
	

j
 j    
 Let us assume that


 I
	


 I
	


 I
	


 
 
 Given 

 


 

  we want a lower bound for the time
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T 

 

 needed for the value of  along the trajectory to go from 

to 


 For this
purpose we take as initial condition   

 and we integrate
 
 
A


N
 
N
 
or
 
 
B


N
 
N
 
depending on the current value of 
 Let us explain the method
 We dene 

 BA
and hence if 

	 

 we use equation  for
 

 If 


 

 we use  for  
 t  T


where T

is the value of t for which the bound of t obtained integrating  reachs 



Then for t  T

 we use the bound  of course it can happen that 

 
 For 
the necessary time t to move from 
i
to 
f
is given by
t 

A
Z

f

i
 
N

N
d 

A
N
X
j  
j  N  

N  
j


j

jN
j N  






f

i



A

N  
N  


N
log 






f

i

and using  this time is
t 

B
Z

f

i
 
N

N
d 

B
N
X
j  
j  N  

N  
j


j

jN
j N  






f

i



B

N  
N  


N
log 






f

i
	
To end this section we formulate and prove the result used to sum the bounds for the
diusion speed in  and 
 For this purpose we dene c
nl
 %fm  N
n
 jmj

 lg
that is the number of monomials in n variables of degree l
 This number is given by
c
nl


n l  
n 

	
Lemma  For any   R 
  we have the following bounds	
i
X
mN
n
jmj

N
R
jmj


X
lN
c
nl
R
l


nN  
n 

R
N
 R
Nn

ii
X
mN
n
jmj

N
m

R
jmj


X
lN
l
X
j
jc
nlj
R
l


nN  
n

R
N
R
Nn

being in both cases m  m

 	 	 	  m
n

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Proof  We dene fx   x
n

P
l
c
nl
x
l

 Then part i is obtained bounding
the remainder of the Taylor expansion up to degree N   of f around x   evaluated
at x  R
 To do that we remark that dierentiating f j times we have f
	j

x 
nn      n j   x
nj
and hence
f
	N

x
N $


n N  
N

 R
Nn

for every  
 x  R
 To prove ii we use that
l
X
j
jc
nlj


n  l  
n

 c
nl

that is easily proved by induction
 Finally using the bound i we obtain
X
lN
l
X
j
jc
nlj
R
l

X
lN
c
nl
R
l
 R
X
lN
c
nl
R
l


n N  
n

R
N
 R
Nn
	
 Application to the spatial RTBP
Here we present an application of the methods of Section  to a concrete example coming
from the Restricted Three Body Problem RTBP
 As it will be explained in the follow
ing sections we have taken an elliptic periodic orbit of the RTBP we have computed
numerically the normal form up to order  and we have bounded the corresponding
remainder
 This normal form has been used to compute invariant tori of dimensions 
 and  near the periodic orbit and the bounds on the remainder have been used to
estimate the corresponding rate of diusion

 The Restricted Three Body Problem
Let us consider two bodies usually called primaries revolving in circular orbits around
their common centre of masses under the action of Newton&s law
 With this we can write
the equations of motion of a third innitessimal particle moving under the gravitational
attraction of the primaries but without aecting them
 The study of the motion of this
third particle is the socalled Restricted Three Body Problem see 
 To simplify the
equations the units of length time and mass are chosen such that the sum of masses
of the primaries the distance between them and the gravitational constant are all equal
to one
 With these normalized units the angular velocity of the primaries around their
centre of masses is also equal to one
 A usual system of reference called synodical system
is the following the origin is taken at the centre of mass of the two primaries the x axis
is given by the line dened by the two primaries and oriented from the smaller primary to
the biggest one the z axis has the direction of the angular momentum of the motion of the
primaries and the y axis is taken in order to have a positively oriented system of reference

If we suppose that the masses of the primaries are  and    with  
    we
have that the primaries are located in the synodic system at the points     
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and    respectively
 In this reference the Hamiltonian for the motion of the third
particle is
Hx y z p
x
 p
y
 p
z
 


p

x
 p

y
 p

z
  yp
x
 xp
y

 
r



r

 	
being the momenta p
x
  x  y p
y
  y  x and p
z
  z with r


 x  

 y

 z

and r


 x    

 y

 z


 The parameter  is usually called the mass parameter
of the system
 Note that the x y plane is invariant by the ow
 The restriction of this
Hamiltonian to this plane is the socalled planar RTBP while 	 is usually called spatial
RTBP
 From now on we will simply use RTBP to refer to the spatial problem

This system has ve equilibrium points three of them are on the x axis usually
called collinear points or L

 L

and L

 and the other two are forming an equilateral
triangle with the primaries and are usually called triangular points or L

and L


 The
points L

and L

are given in the phase space by 


 
p


 
p





   and



 
p


 
p





  

 The vertical family of periodic orbits of L

In what follows we will focus on the L

point but the results are obviously true for L


due to the symmetries of the problem

The linearized system around L

always has a vertical oscillation with frequency 

Then the vertical family of periodic orbits is the Lyapunov family associated to this
normal frequency for a proof of the existence of these families see 
 To study the
linear stability of these orbits we recall that the eigenvalues of the linearized vectoreld
at L

are given by 
i the ones responsible of the vertical oscillation and by


s







q
 	 
that are the ones of the planar RTBP
 All of them are purely imaginary and dierent if
 
  
 
R




q
	  	 this is the socalled Routh critical value
 For
  
R
 the planar frequencies collide and this fact produces a bifurcation in the linear
stability and L

becomes unstable for 
R
   
 Note that if   
R
 the linear
character of the vertical family is the same as L

 at least for small vertical amplitudes

Now we want to continue the vertical family of periodic orbits by increasing the
amplitude
 To do that we identify the point L

with the periodic orbit of zero amplitude
and period 
 Hence the monodromy matrix of this orbit is given by the exponential
matrix of  times the dierential matrix of the RTBP vectoreld at L


 For any periodic
orbit of the vertical family its monodromy matrix has of course a pair of eigenvalues 
plus other four eigenvalues that generalize the planar ones of L

to the vertical periodic
orbits
 As it has been mentioned in Section 
 the linear stability condition for these
periodic orbits is that these four eigenvalues are all dierent and of modulus 
 Returning
to the case   
R
 we have for the orbit of zero amplitude that these four eigenvalues
collapse to two double eigenvalues in the complex unity circle
 This resonance can be
continued numerically with respect to  and the amplitude of the orbit in fact it can be
continued with respect to any regular parameter in the family
 The curve corresponding
to this resonance is displayed in Figure 
 The variables plotted are  and the vertical
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Figure  Left Some curves of change of the linear character of the orbits of the vertical
family of L


 The variables in the plots are  horizontal axisand the value of  z vertical
axis when z  
 Excluding the bifurcation curves the normal eigenvalues of the periodic
orbit are all dierent and can be described according to the region as follows 
 two
couples of conjugate eigenvalues of modulus  
 two conjugate eigenvalues ouside S

and the corresponding inverse ones 
 two couples of positive eigenvalues   
 two
conjugate eigenvalues of modulus  and a couple of positive eigenvalues   at least
for moderate values of  z
 Right The upper curve with a more suitable scale for the  z
variable

velocity   z of the orbit when it cuts the hyperplane z   in the positive direction
 Note
that for values of  slightly larger than 
R
 L

is unstable but if we go up in the vertical
family we nd linearly stable orbits after crossing the abovementioned bifurcation

 The selected periodic orbit
For the application of the methods exposed we have selected a periodic orbit of the
vertical family of L

for the mass parameter   	 that is bigger than 
R
 and
with  z  			
 This is a linearly stable orbit the corresponding pair   z
belongs to region  in Figure  see Section 
 for more details but its proximity to
resonance will produce small domains of convergence for the normal form

The reasons for selecting this orbit are the following
 The vertical family of the RTBP
has its own interest since it is the skeleton that organizes the dynamics of some physically
relevant problems see   and 	 and the tools used here can be useful to deal
with those problems
 On the other hand this example allows to show numerically the
existence of regions of eective stability near L

for   
R

 Finally the example has
not been articially cooked to simplify computations so it is a good problem to test the
eectivity of these techniques

 Expansion of the Hamiltonian of the RTBP
Let us denote by



the period of the selected orbit
 The next step is to perform the dier
ent changes of coordinates introduced in Section  and to compute the explicit expansion
of the Hamiltonian expressed in these adapted coordinates to obtain the Hamiltonian
H
	

of  to start the computation of the normal form
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For this purpose we proceed in the following form
 First we write X Y Z P
X
 P
Y
 P
Z

for the initial coordinates with origin at L

 X  x 


  Y  y 
p


 Z  z
P
X
 p
x

p


 P
Y
 p
y



  and P
Z
 p
z

 Then we assume that f g is
a periodic parametrization of the periodic orbit expressed in these coordinates
 We
note that for orbits of this family with moderate amplitudes the expression f





g






is close to a constant
 More concretely if we introduce the new coordinates  
p


Z
and P


P
Z
p


 the expressions for the new f

and g

take the form  with the function
 of  close to constant
 If we rewrite the Hamiltonian 	 in these new variables but
keeping for simplicity the notation Z P
Z
 then we can expand the Hamiltonian 	 as
H 


P

X
 P

Y
 

P

Z
  Y P
X
XP
Y

X





Y

 aXY 


Z





X
k
r
k

P
k

X 
p
Y
r


 
X
k
r
k

P
k

X 
p
Y
r


 
where we have skipped the constant term of this expansion     

 that cor
responds to the energy level of L


 Here a  

p


  r


 X

 Y


Z



and P
k
denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree k
 This expression comes from the expansion
of the Hamiltonian of the RTBP around the point L


 To expand  we can use the
recurrence of the Legendre polynomial
 This recurrence is given by P

x   P

x  x
and P
k
x 
k
k
xP
k
x
k
k
P
k
x for k 	  and hence if we dene
R
	

k
 r
k

P
k

X
p
Y
r


 R
	

k
 r
k

P
k

X
p
Y
r



we have R
	


  R
	



X
p
Y

 and R
	


  R
	



X
p
Y


 Thus
R
	j

k

k  
k  
R
	j


R
	j

k

k
k  
R
	j

k
r


 
for k 	  and j   
 Then a method to expand the Hamiltonian  expressed in the
adapted variables introduced to perform the normal form is the following to compute
the composition of the change  adapted to the periodic orbit that we assume well
dened for our concrete orbit fact that can be tested using the methodology described
in Section 
 with the Floquet transformation  and the complexication 	 and
then to insert this change into the recurrences 
 This method seems to be an ecient
way to obtain the desired expansion of the Hamiltonian  see     and

 We remark that to compute the changes  and  we only need to know the
explicit expression of the periodic orbit and the variational matrix of the orbit for the
initial Hamiltonian 	

 Bounds on the norm of the Hamiltonian
First note that the expansion of the Hamiltonian in  is done around L

 and not around
the periodic orbit
 Hence it is easy to check that this expansion only converges if r


 
the distance from L

to the primaries that are the singularities of the Hamiltonian 	

This implies that when we introduce the adapted system of coordinates and we replace
X Y and Z by their expressions in terms of the new coordinates we need to control the
A Jorba and J Villanueva 
value of r

as a function of the allowed range for the new variables not only to ensure
convergence of  but also to bound the supremum norm of H
 The control of this
norm necessary to obtain the estimates for the diusion time provided by Section 

can be done by looking at the explicit expressions of the adapted coordinates of 
the Floquet transformation  and the complexication 	 and then computing the
norms of the dierent expansions of the change as a function of the size of the given
domain for the new variables
 Then we can bound the norm of the Hamiltonian using
the following lemma

Lemma  Let A   and let fP
k
g
k
be a sequence of positive numbers that verify
P
k

k
k
P
k
P


k
k
P
k
A for k 	  We assume that for certain N we have jP
j
j 
#
P
j
for j   N   N  and we dene h  max


P
N

P
N

#
P


q
#
P


 A

 Then if h 
  we
have
X
kN
P
k

X
kN
h
kN
#
P
N

#
P
N
h

 h
	
Proof See 

We remark that the recurrence for the fP
k
g
k
in Lemma  is the same obtained
taking norms on the fR
	j

k
g
k
in the recurrence 
 Hence with this lemma we can
bound the norm of the Hamiltonian using the expansion  as well as the remainder
of the expansion when we deal with a nite number of terms

 Numerical implementation
In this section we describe the algorithm used to perform a computer implementation of
the methodology introduced in Section  to the case of the RTBP

Of course computer assisted works have many inconvenients from a theoretical point
of view
 First we have the obvious problem that the arithmetic is not exact that is
we can only store nite decimal representations for the numerical coecients with errors
that are propagated with the successive operations
 Moreover we can only deal with trun
cated expansions for the Taylor and Fourier series
 Without losing the formal approach
these problems can be solved for example using intervalar arithmetic for the numerical
coecients and storing for every truncated expansion a bound for the remainder
 This
methodology allows to do a rigorous computer assisted proof

If one is only interested in obtaining numerical estimations for the region of eective
stability but based in a rigorous approach one only needs to look at the most signicative
terms in the control of this diusion ignoring the errors on the computer arithmetic as
well as the higher order truncations
 Nevertheless the nal result is if we really work
with all the signicative terms the same as in the rigorous approach
 As we mentioned
in the Introduction this is the approach taken in this paper

Then in our software we select certain degree N  and we only work with coecients
that are periodic functions on  of monomials of standard degree less than or equal
to N 
 It means that we store for every monomial q
l
p
m
I
k
 with k  jlj

 jmj

 N 
a truncated Fourier expansion on  for the periodic coecient
 For each complex
Fourier coecient we store a nite decimal approximation using the standard double
precision of the computer
 As it has been mentioned before we have used this software
with N   and taking the biggest order in the Fourier expansion as 

 Normal Forms around Periodic Orbits of the RTBP
When working with nite approximations we remark that in some cases the Taylor
truncations can be done such that they involve terms with order bigger that the one of
the normal form and also from the analytic character of the Hamiltonian we have that
the coecients of the Fourier expansions decrease exponentially fast with the order of of
the harmonic
 So if we take a suciently large number of terms they give the most
signicative contribution

With this formulation we can follow all the theoretical steps of Section  bounding
when necessary the supremum norms  and  by the norms  and  evaluated
using the truncated expansions

Hence after computing a periodic orbit of the Hamiltonian system 	 computation
that can be done with high precision we perform a Fourier analysis of this orbit and
of the matrix B see 
 With these Fourier analysis we compute the Floquet
transformation  that composed with the complexication 	 allows to compute the
function F of  expressed in the complexied Floquet variables
 Then we solve up
to degree N  the equation  for  s after substituting s  F 
 This can be done
by means of an iterative scheme
 It allows to compute a truncate approximation of the
canonical change  written in the complexied variables 	

Thus if we insert this transformation into the Hamiltonian  we obtain a Hamil
tonian like  suitable to compute the normal form
 To do this expansion we use
recurrences  up to some nite big order
 We remark that if we compute a reduced
number of terms in these recurrences we can not ensure that the remainder of this ex
pansion only contains terms of higher order of the Taylor expansion around the orbit
we recall that this Taylor expansion is done around L

 not around the orbit
 This fact
implies that if one wants to justify that working close to the periodic orbit one has small
remainder one needs to take a suciently large number of terms in recurrences 
 As
it has been mentioned in Section 
 we can use Lemma  to estimate the error in this
truncation
 For instance in this concrete application we have considered the recurrences
for R
	

k
and R
	

k
for k  

At this point we have an approximation to the Hamiltonian expressed in the Floquet
complexied variables given by a polynomial of degree N  with periodic coecients on

 Those coecients are given by a trigonometric polynomial of certain nite degree
 To
continue with the computations we take this expression for the Hamiltonian as exact
up to degree N 

We apply to this Hamiltonian the normal form scheme of Section 

 To this end
we choose the formulation explained in Section 
 that is we remove in an increasing
form the nonintegrable terms of standard degree   	 	 	  N  
 Then the nal product
of these computations is an explicit expression of the normal form up to standard degree
N   and of the generating functions used to put the Hamiltonian in this reduced form

As in the practical implementation we do not take into consideration the errors due to the
arithmetic or to the truncated expansions we take this normal form and the generating
functions as correct up to standard degree N 
 Note that the use of standard degree instead
of the adapted one forces us to remove some extra monomials
 This does not aect the
nal results since it does not introduce extra small divisors
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x 	
e p
x
	

e
y  	
e p
y

	e
z  e p
z
 

	e
T  		e



e


 	

e
Table  Initial conditions of the chosen periodic orbit
 T is the period and the nontrivial
eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix are exp 

j
i j   

	 Results in a concrete example
We start computing the vertical family of periodic orbits for   	
 To do that we
look for xed points of the return map generated by the Poincar'e section z   and
we obtain a curve of xed points in this hyperplane
 Hence after we pass the stability
bifurcation plotted in Figure  and as it has been mentioned in Section 

 we take the
orbit with  z  			
 The initial conditions period and normal frequencies
of this orbit are given in Table 

Then we implement the normal form methodology of Section  for a generic linearly
stable orbit of the RTBP around L

 and we particularize the computations on the orbit
previously chosen
 For this purpose we work with truncated power series up to standard
degree  and with trigonometric polynomials of degree 
 Hence after we write the
Hamiltonian in the adapted Floquet complexied variables that is it takes the form
 the normal form is computed up to standard degree  as a composition of time
one ows associated to generating functions of standard degrees ranging from  to 

The following sections are devoted to show some of the results obtained


 Explicit normal form
To illustrate the results obtained we begin giving the rst terms of the normal form
 To
do that we write this normal form as
N I

 I

 I

 
X
nN

c
n
I
n


I
n


I
n


 
where n  n

 n

 n

 being I

the conjugate action of the angular variable and I

 I

the actions related to the normal directions
 Then the coecients c
n
are displayed in
Table  up to jnj

 

The term c

corresponds to the energy level of the orbit in the RTBP
 c

is
the frequency of the periodic orbit 

 T  and we recall see Section 
 that
c

 

T  c

 

T 
 The coecient c

is responsible at rst order of the
variation of the intrinsic frequency of the periodic orbits of the vertical family around the
initial one with respect to the action I


 We notice that this coecient is nonzero but
very small
 It implies that this family is close to degenerate and hence these orbits are
very sensitive to external perturbations see 

 Normal Forms around Periodic Orbits of the RTBP
n

n

n

c
n
   

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 Coecients of the normal form around the chosen orbit up to degree 
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
 Eective stability estimates
Next step is to derive a domain where this normal form is convergent
 To this end we
take D
	

 R
	

 as initial domain for the complexied Floquet adapted variables the
ones corresponding to Hamiltonian  with 
	

   

 R
	


 	  

and
R
	

j
   

 j      these are suitable values for the following computations

Then we transform this domain by means of the complexication 	 and the Floquet
change  to the variables  q I p introduced by the canonical transformation 
and we derive by bounding the components of the transformations the upper bounds
R
	


 	 

 R
	


 	  

 R
	


 	 

 R
	


 	 

and
R
	


 	 

for the new domain
 On this domain it is not dicult to check that
 holds and to obtain the bound R
	
 		 

for the expression 
 We
note that condition C holds for the chosen orbit being A  			
 To
be more concrete working with their truncated expansions we have that j

f j


A and
jgj


A are of order 	  

and 	  

respectively
 Then if we implement
numerically the proof of Proposition  we obtain for the current values of R
	
and 
	


the estimates 

 		 and 

 			 


 As 

 

 we can ensure that
the adapted coordinates introduced by  are well dened on D
	

 R
	


 Moreover
we can also obtain by bounding the components of the transformation  bounds on
the size of the initial complex domain expressed in the synodical coordinates of the
RTBP
 For instance we have a bound for r

the distance to L

 see Section 
 of order
		 that is smaller than 
 Moreover if we apply Lemma  to these estimates with
N   we deduce that a bound for the remainder of expansion  is 	  



The value N   has been selected because this is the number of Legendre polynomials
taken to perform a numerical implementation of recurrences 

Now we use the method described in Section 
	 to deduce a domain where we can
prove convergence of the normal form transformation up to degrees    and 
 Of
course if we increase the order of the normal form this domain shrinks but as we do
not nd a very strong resonance for these orders it remains practically constant
 It is
given by D R with   	 

 R

 	 

 R

 R

 		 

and
R

 R

 	 


 Results on the time needed to leave this domain are plotted in
Figure 
 To compute those estimates we use again Lemma  to bound the norm of the
Hamiltonian  in the considered domain and we obtain the value  



It is interesting to compare these results with the stability region obtained using
direct numerical integration
 Thus we have taken the Poincar'e section z   and we
have selected a mesh of points for the x and y variables
 Then we have used as initial
condition for a numerical integration the points given by the x y values of the mesh and
the values  x  y and  z corresponding to the selected periodic orbit see Table 
 If after
 revolutions of the primaries the orbit does not go away we consider that the initial
point is inside the region of stability
 The criteria to decide if a point goes away is to check
if at some moment y becomes negative this heuristic criteria has been previously used
in    and see also 	 for a slight modication
 The points corresponding to
initial conditions of stable orbits have been plotted in Figure 
 Moreover we have tried to
use the normal form computation to determine which points of the mesh above correspond
to the eectively stable region
 To this end we have send all the initial conditions through
the changes of variables to reach the normal form coordinates of course if a point in the
mesh is outside the convergence domain of these transformations we assume that it is
 Normal Forms around Periodic Orbits of the RTBP
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Figure  Estimates on the time needed to leave the domain D R see Section 



These curves correspond from bottom to top to normal forms of orders    and
 respectively
 The horizontal axis is log



see  for the initial condition and the
vertical axis is a lower bound for the time needed to reach    also in log

scale

unstable
 Then it is easy to check if this point is inside the domain of eective stability

So we have also plotted those points in Figure 
 Note that the region obtained from
the normal form computations is about  times smaller than the one found by direct
numerical simulations
 This is due to the local character of normal forms


 Invariant tori gallery
Here Figures    and 	 we present some invariant tori of the truncated normal form
see Section 
 translated by the dierent changes of variables and plotted in the initial
coordinates of the RTBP
 We also give numerical values for the normal and intrinsic
frequencies of the computed tori

Finally we explain how to estimate the error on the determination of these tori
 If
we neglect the errors on the dierent compositions and of the numerical integrator we
can assume that it is entirely due to the truncated normal form
 If we take an initial
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Figure  Periodic orbits of the vertical family obtained from the truncated normal form

They can be easily computed by using a standard continuation method but in the normal
form are trivial to obtain putting I

 I

  and using I

as a parameter in the family

Here we plot the projections x y left and x z right of the orbits corresponding to
I

from  

to  

with step 


 We recall that the orbit with I

  is the
initial one

condition expressed in the coordinates of the truncated normal form we can explicitly
compute the intrinsic frequencies of the corresponding invariant torus and hence it can
be easily integrated up to time T
f
by the ow of this truncated normal form
 Then if we
send the initial and nal points to the corresponding coordinates of the RTBP and we
transform the initial one by the ow of the RTBP up to time T
f
 we can compare both the
nal points
 If there were no error in the determination of the torus both points should
coincide
 Their dierence is an estimate for the error in the determination of the torus

Note that if we perform this numerical integration for very long time spans we will
have an extra source of error coming from the nite precision in the intrinsic frequen
cies when we integrate the torus in the normal form coordinates the product of these
frequencies with T
f
modulus  is considered
 This operation acts as a Bernoulli shift on
the signicative digits of the frequencies as we increase T
f
 despite of the precision of the
initial condition on the torus

To overcome this problem an alternative method is to compare the actions I

 I

 I

see 
 This is done by taking an initial condition in the normal form coordinates
to send it to the RTBP coordinates to integrate numerically this initial condition and
to send the nal point back to the normal form coordinates
 Then we can estimate the
error by comparing the values of the actions of the initial and nal points see Figures 
 and 	


 Software
The software used has been developed by the authors in C language and it is specially
adapted to the problem
 It consist roughly speaking in an algebraic manipulator to
perform the basic operations sums products Poisson brackets 
 
 
  for homogeneous
polynomials in  variables having as coecients trigonometric polynomials of some nite
and xed order
 This strategy improves in several orders of magnitude the eciency
both in speed and memory obtained by using commercial algebraic manipulators
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0.854
0.856
0.858
0.86
0.862
0.864
0.866
0.868
-0.476 -0.474 -0.472 -0.47 -0.468 -0.466 -0.464 -0.462 -0.46 -0.458 -0.456
0.825
0.83
0.835
0.84
0.845
0.85
0.855
0.86
0.865
0.87
-0.485 -0.48 -0.475 -0.47 -0.465 -0.46 -0.455 -0.45 -0.445 -0.44 -0.435
Figure  These gures correspond to a D torus near the periodic orbit given by
I

 I

  and I

   

 and plotted up to time 
 Left x y projection
of the Poincar'e section z   of the torus
 Right x y projection of the same orbit
plotting a point every 
 units of time
 The intrinsic frequencies of this torus with the
determination given by the truncated normal form are 

 	 and 


		
 The normal one is 

 	
 The error in the determination of
this torus see Section 

 computed by comparing points in the RTBP is up to time
 of order   


 The errors on the actions I

 I

and I

 up to the same time
are of order 	 

 	 

and 	 

respectively

0.84
0.845
0.85
0.855
0.86
0.865
0.87
0.875
0.88
-0.5 -0.49 -0.48 -0.47 -0.46 -0.45 -0.44
0.81
0.82
0.83
0.84
0.85
0.86
0.87
0.88
0.89
-0.5 -0.49 -0.48 -0.47 -0.46 -0.45 -0.44 -0.43 -0.42 -0.41
Figure  Like Figure  but for a torus in the other family around the initial orbit I


I

  and I

  


 The intrinsic frequencies of this torus are 

 		
and 

 			 and the normal one is 

 		
 The errors for this
torus are of order  

in the RTBP 	  

for I

 	 

for I

 and
			 

for I


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0.845
0.85
0.855
0.86
0.865
0.87
0.875
-0.485 -0.48 -0.475 -0.47 -0.465 -0.46 -0.455 -0.45 -0.445
0.82
0.83
0.84
0.85
0.86
0.87
0.88
-0.5 -0.49 -0.48 -0.47 -0.46 -0.45 -0.44 -0.43 -0.42
Figure 	 Like Figure  but now for a D torus
 It is obtained putting I

  and
I

 I

  


 The left plot is obtained integrating up to time 
 The right one
up to time  a point is plotted every 	 units of time 
 The intrinsic frequencies
of this torus are 

 	 

 				 and 

 			
 The
errors for this torus up to time  are of order 		 

in the RTBP 		 

for I

 		 

for I

 and 	 

for I



 Proof of Proposition 
In this section we prove Proposition  see Section 
 used to bound the domain of
denition of the adapted system of coordinates introduced by 

To this end to work with the transformation  we introduce
F    g  i

f  

f

 ig

  F

  F


G   g i

f  

f

  ig

  G

 G

	
With these notations we can write the relations
y  ix  A exp i    F  
y  ix  A exp i   G 	 
Before contining the proof let us introduce some additional notations
 To deal with
the dierent periodic functions on  we introduce a new variable   exp i that
overcomes the diculty of the identication modulus  of the variable 
 Hence given
h a periodic analytic function on  we have that the Fourier expansion of h
h 
X
kZ
h
k
exp ik
becomes in this new variable a Laurent expansion
!h 
X
kZ
h
k

k
	
Moreover if h converges on a complex strip of width  then !h converges on the complex
annulus AR

  f  C  R



 jj  R

g with R

 exp 
 To work with this
Laurent expansion we introduce the norm
j!hj
R

X
kZ
jh
k
jR
jkj

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The notation j	j
R
for this norm can be confusing because is the same one used for the
norm j	j

dened in  but we remark that clearly j!hj
R

 jhj


 For further uses of this
norm we note its multiplicative character j!h
	

!h
	

j
R
 j!h
	

j
R
j!h
	

j
R

 Moreover we have
the following bounds related to the j	j
R
norm
Lemma  With the notations given above and for any 

 

 AR R   we have	
i j!h

 !h

j  j!h

j
R
j

 

j
ii j!h

 !h

 !h





 

j 


j!h

j
R
j

 

j


Proof
i We take k  Znfg
 If k  

k

 
k

 

 


k

 
k



    
k


and hence j
k

 
k

j  kR
k
j

 

j
 Analogously if k 
 

k

 
k

 
k


k


k

 
k

  
k


k



 


k

 
k



    
k

 
 

 


k




 
k




    



k


and then we have j
k

 
k

j  jkjR
jkj
j

 

j
 From here the result follows imme
diately

ii In this case for k   we have

k

 
k

 k
k



 

  
k

 k
k



 k  
k


 

 


k

 
k



    


k

  k
k

 
 

 




k

 
k



    k  
k


and then j
k

 
k

 k
k



 

j         k  R
k

	k
k

R
k

 If
k 
  we have

k

 
k

 k
k



 

  
k


k


k

 k
k

 k  


k

 
 
k


k



 


k

 


k

    
k



 k
k

 
 
k


k



 




k

 


k

    k
k

 
 

 







k

 



k

    k
k





and then j
k


k

k
k





j 
	k
	k


R
jkj
j



j


k	k


R
jkj
j



j



Hence the bound is proved

To use this new notation we introduce the function

F   by the identity

F   
F  
 similarly we dene

F



F



G

G

and

G

as a functions of  and 

Then to study the injectivity of  we take points 

 

 and 

 

 for which we
assume we have the same image for x and y by the action of the transformation
   x y 
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induced by 
 We will prove that if

f and g are small enough this is only possible if


 

  

 

 at least if we take complex values for  and  close enough to jj  
and   
 To check that we deduce from  the equalities
A

  

 

F 

 

  A

  

 

F 

 


A


  

 

G

 

  A


  

 

G

 



and from here we have
A





A





  A









F





F





F







F






A  



 

  A



 

  





G





G



 

G







G






expressions that can be written in the following form

A  

 A

A  

 A




 



 






F






 

 

F








 

 

F





 






G






 

  




G





 

 

G






 









R

F
 A

 



 



R

G

 
being

R

F


F





F





F






 

  

F





F





F






 






F





F





 

 
and

R

G
 



 




G




  



 



G





 

 

G






 



 





G





G





 

  





G





G





G






 

 






G





G





G






 



	 
From  we obtain



 



 






A		





A		




A


A



F




 

F







F








G




  



G










G







 



 






A		





A		




A


A



R

F
 A

 



 



R

G


 M



 



 


N	 	
At this point we proceed taking the domain for  and  given in the statement of the
proposition where we expect the transformation  to be injective
 In what follows we
describe how to test if this assumption holds
 We recall that in this statement we are
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assuming

f and g well dened in a complex strip of width  for certain    that is if
jImj  
 In consequence

F



G



F

and

G

are analytic on AR


 With respect to
 we consider complex values with jj  R
	

 Then we want to check the injectivity of
the transformation in the domain generated by xed values of  and R
	


For this purpose we use Lemma  to bound the expressions

R

F
and

R

G
of  and 
in the annulus AR


 This can be done bounding the j	j
R

norm of the functions

F



F




F




G



G


and

G



 Then we obtain bounds for the components of N  N

 N

 N


of the form
jN
j
j  N
j
j

 

j

 N
j
j

 

jj

 

j j   
that holds if 

 

 AR

 and j

j j

j  R
	

 Using these estimates we obtain from
	
j

 

j j

 

j 


M


N

N

j

 

j

 N

N

j

 

jj

 

j

 
where M

 that we assume veries M


  is a bound in the considered domain for
the matrix norm of M induced by the vectorial norm j	j

of C


 Then for the admissible
values of 
j
 
j
 j    for which  holds we have that either 

 

  

 

 or
 
j

 

j
M

max fN

N

 N

N

g	 
From  we deduce the local injectivity of 
 The maximum value allowed for j



j
denes 

R
	
  on the statement of Proposition 
 To deduce global injectivity we write
 in the following form



 



		





 



 




 







 



 







A		





A		




A


A



F 

 



F 

 








G

 



G

 



 S	 	
If the components of S are bounded by S

and S

when 

 

 AR

 and j

j j

j  R
	

then we have from 	
j

 

j



R
	

j

 

j

 S

 	
j

 

j


R


j

 

j

 S


From that we deduce that the pairs 

 

 and 

 

 in the considered domain with
the same image by  are necessarily close
 As we have j

 

j  R
	
 we deduce
from 	 that it is necessary to take
j

 

j 
S


R

R

 

R
	
 
where if R
	

  we have 

 
 Assuming 

smaller than the value of 

that
guarantee local injectivity in  we have global injectivity for   AR

 and jj  R
	

that is in terms of  if jImj  
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